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Abstract. 7ne following Papa explains. how we can arich an exising ontology by 
mining the WWW. The usc of such an ontology may bc manifold. fw examplc as a 
component of informaiion synems or multimedial repositorin. The enrichment p m -  
css is bascd on ihe wmparison bctwcen statistical infomution of word usagc in a 
large iext collection. a so called icxt wrpus. and the s m m  of the ontology itxlf. 
The ten corpus will be wnmucted by using the vocabulary h m  the ontology and 
quctyingthe WWW n a  Gwgle. 
We define similarity mcasures by optimising thcir parameuisation and examine the 
central pmpertics ofthe e~chment  appmach - along wiih ihe presentation and eval- 
uationof expenmcntal rcsults. Paramemsatim of a similarity mcasm mcans assign- 
ing wcights to each word wllocation fcaturc wc firn check in ihc fcxt wrpus and 
thercaRcr integrate into thc rcprcsentation of a wo4 or a concept. 

1 Introduction 

Automatic thesaunu and ontology constmction dates back from the last three decades 
[I]. Our approach is a hinher development of methods to consbuct the whole ontology 
automatically. In contrast to these approaches our algorithm can only be applied, if we 
enrich an existing ontology instead of fully consmcting the ontology. 
The following paper focuses on requirements for the semi-automatic enrichment of 
medical ontologies based on the statistical information of word usage. An ontology is a 
stmcturcd network of wncepts from an knowledge domain and intemnnects the con- 
cepts by semantic relations and inheritance. [2] gives a precise technical definition of 
an ontology, that we will refer to throughout this Paper: 

Dejnirion I :  An onrology is a 4-niple R :=(C, is-a, R, U), where C i s  a set we call con- 
cepis, is-a is a partial order relation on C, R is a set of relation names and 
U: R + (CXC) is a function [2]. 
Throughout thts paper we assume that a concept has a charaner string as a descriptor. 
This character string may be a word or a phrase. 

For our purposes we will neglect R as well as a and focus on is-o as the panicular re- 
lation, which is responsible for superconcept-subconcept dependencies. For example 
bacreria is a superconcept ofthe conceptparhogenic bacreria. Whenever we talk of 're- 
lations' or 'relational paths' in the following sections, we refer to ihe i s - ~  relation. We 
also define 

Dejinirion 2 : We call the restriction of an ontology R := (C, is-a, R, a ) to (C, i-) the 
hierarchical backbone of R . 

Ontologies give a formal representation and conceptualisation of a knowledge domain, 
which is useful for the adminishation of large multimedial resource collections: if on- 
tologies refiect an agreement of a group of experis and are rich enough in the sense of 
a sufficient number of concepts, ontologies are able to handle information exchange 
across the borden of one expen's vocabulary. For example, orte could ask an ontology 
10 retum the names of all bacteria causing diarrhoea and in this way access domain 
knowledge without the barrier of finding out the names of the panicular bactena by 
reading texts from the domain of infectiology. 
NaNrally the consbuction of an ontology is hard and expensive. as one has to lrain do- 
main expem in formal imowledge representation. This is the motivation behind the 
idea, that for a given ontology we focus on finding new concepls automatically. Those 
new concepts are propositions, which extend the given ontology. For this we 

use a Special text corpus derived from WWW search results 
detect a set of candidate concepts fmrn the corpus 
finally select a subset of those candidate wncepts ranking their similarity to con- 

cepts already existing in the given ontology. 

The final selection ends up in new concepts for the ontology to be pmposed to a @U- 
man) ontology engineer. 
The concepts have one or more descripton, which are wonis or pluases fmm natural 
language. This implies that we develop our method finding suitable definitions for the 
semantic similarity of words or ordcred Sets of words. 
n i e  paper is organised as follows: in section 2.1 we describc our approach infonnally. 
whereas in 2.2 we give a survey on formalisation, which is explained in detail in section 
2.3. Section 3 dealswith theexperimental resulu on hvovery different kinds oftext cor- 
pora and especially on mining propositions from Google search hits. Senion 4 discuss- 
es related work. At last section 5 summarises and points to funire work. 

2 Ennchment Approach 

2.1 Overview 

Similarity behveen words is a topic fmm the theory of word clustering algorithms and 
requires statistical information about the wntext, in which the words are used. Many 
appmaches check collocation feanires of the words in large text wrpora, such that a 
word is represented by a large vector. The vector has enmes comrnunicating, hou.oAen 
a collocation feature was fulfilled in the corpus. The vecton are sparse [3]. The notion 
of similarity definitions by vector representations normally does not assign a weight to 
every single dimension of ihe vecton. In this paper we argue. that this is possible by a 
soft method using the information already defined in the given ontology. The influence 
of the ontological stmcture on the word (-vector) similanties results in an optimisation 



problern, which determines which dimension in the word (-vector) representation is in- 
flumtial for the similarity computation. The following definition should clarify, what a 
collocator is. 

Definition 3: Let a word W be given. A collocolorof W is a word, which occun together 
with W due to a predefined mle in a text collection (text corpus). 

Thus for example in the phnse 'Medical ontology enrichmenr in rhe k-med projecr', 
'enrichment' and 'mediml' would be collocaton for predefined mles like for instance 
'maximal distance 5 words' or also 'occumnce in the same sentence'. 
The way we include the ontological information from R := (C, is-a, R. o) may be 
guided by different heuristics on a numerical interpretation of is-a, R and a. For exam- 
ple the abstraction level of a concept, the intercomenion by relations, relational paths 
and their lengths or the local granularity of the modelling can establish distance meas- 
ures on a given ontology R . 
Our goal is a comparison of this distance measures to the information about collocators 
in a text corpus. 

2.2 Enriehment a s  an  optimisation problem 

The core idea of our approach is computing enrichment d e s ,  which do not contradict 
the distance in fmat ion  already given by the ontology we want 10 enrich. 
We first have to state a basic assumption. 

Assumption I: There exists a wnsistent distance measure d expressing semantic dis- 
tances between the concepts in R . The distance measure is based on the relational in- 
termneaions between the concepts in the hierarchical backbone of Ci. 

By wnsistency we mean, that dunderlies some chamneristic heuristics: a long relation- 
al path between two concepts rises the distance between them the abstraciion level in 
the hierarchical backbone influences the distance measure d a s  well as the number of 
concepts. which are subconcepts 10 the same superwncept. Both abstraction and the 
number of siblings rise the distance. The distance measure d, which we will from now 
on denote by d(x,y) for conceptsx and y from R also differentiales between genemlisa- 
tion and specialisation in an ontology. We showed in [4] that such distance measures 
exist indced. Thereby our notion of 'consistent' d a s  not necessarily imply a good en- 
richment quality, but just means, that the above heuristics are hlfilled. The quality of 
the heuristics and the resulting distance measures have to be judged by the results ofen- 
richment experiments. 
We also assume a text corpus 6 to be given and determine the ordered set K of thc n 
most fequent collocaton which cooccur with at least two concepis from R .  Let 
"(X) E R" be a vector; the i-th enby ofthis vector V@) expresses, how often the descrip- 
tor of the concept X. R was a mllocator in 5 with the i-th e l e m t  of K. 

Let now fk be a component-wise monotonic function of the dissimilarity D between 
two conceptsxandy from R.  Forthe dissimilarity D we postulate, that it must be com- 
putable from the vecton v(x) with wncepisx from R .  
The parametrisation k = ( k , ,  . , k,) just weighs each collocation feature positively. it 
indicates. how strong the j-th dimension is involved in the dissimilarity computation. 
The optimisation pmcess consequenily fiü the average of the fk (D (v(x), v o ) )  for 
possible k = (kl, , . k,) with each k, r 0. to the distances d(x.y) for each pair of mn- 
cepü hom n . 
To sum it up briefly. the optimisation establishes a dissimilarity measure, which is as 
nearas possible to the distance measure d in R . In the next section we present a formal- 
isation of the algorithm. We decided to explain the dnails ofthis formalisation to make 
a repetition of experiments with the algorithm possible. 

2.3 Formalisation 01 lhe algorithm 

A disrnnce measwe on R is a funciion d: (C X C) 4 [0,1]. Examples of dismce 
measures are: 

I) d@,y)= es , where e is Euler's constant and s denotes the numberof steps along the 
shonest relational path between the concepis X and y. This distance definition corre- 
sponds to the heuristics, that long relational paths rise the distance between givm con- 
cepts. 
2) d(x,y)=l, if there exists a relation betweenthe conceptsx andy and d(x,y)=O ifthere 
does n h  exist a relation baween the wncepts X and j. This de-finition has only a rea- 
sonable aoolication to ontoloeies. if the transitivitv ofthe is a-Relation and thc concatc- 
nation of'iifferent relations f ; o m ' ~  is clearly sta'd in the a o f  axioms of R .  
3) [SI defined criteria for similarity measures in thesauri, which in turn can be applied 
to distances in the hierarchical backbone of the ontology R := (C, is-a, R , U). 
[4] showed, that there is an infinite number of distance measures on the hierarchical 

backbone of an ontology hlfilling more restrictive characteristics than I) and 2). For 
funher details we have to refer to [4]. 

A trri corpus 5 is a collection of text documents written in exactly one natural lan- 
guage. We assume 6 to be elecuonically available. From a text corpus we define a sei 
of words or phrases to be the candidate concepts. Aproposition for the ontological en- 
ricliment is a word or a phrasc from C, which is used similarly to the concepts from the 
given ontology. Candidates are to be predefined, for example as all nouns occurring in 
5. Note that 5 might also be extended by additional text material. This may happen dur- 
ing or after the application of the enrichment algorithm. 
A mle Set p is a finite set of linguistic propenies, each of which can be tested in terms 
of its fulfilment frequency in the text corpus. In our case we will always consider col- 
location pmperties for the mle set p.  
The entries m. of a representation matrix M(C, p, 6 )  list, how often the j-th propeny 
from p was dfi l led in 5 for the descriptor the i-th concept from C. 
The e ~ c h m e n t  algorithm processes information available from 6 and R. lt wmputcs 
an optimal solution for the pmblem of fitting the distance information among the con- 
cepts expressed by R and the dissimilarity information between words or phrases to be 
extracted fmm the word usage statistics considering 5. 



Let us assume a given M(C, p, 0. We search fora set k = (k,, '. k,J of non-negative 
reals with lkl= Ipl , which will be called confgurarion ofthe mle set p . Eachkj com- 
sponds to a mle p,. 
The confimiration k decides about the auantities of dissimilaritv we derive from 
M(C, P. 6). 
The Kullback-Leibler divergence generally measures the dissimilarity between two 
probability mass functions [6] and was applied successfully to statistical language mod- 
elling and prediction problems [7]. The Kullback-Leibler D(x,y) divergence for two 
words X, y is defined as 

In the basic venion of the Kullback-Leibler divergence, which is expressed by fonnula 
( 1 ), w is a linnuistic Drowrrv and P( w l x )  is the orobabilitv of this oropertv beine ful- . . 
filled for theword ;. 1; the sum inicaied by foAula (I), range!e;o;er ail lin6istic 
properties onc includes in a corpus analysis. In our case the freiucncies of ob&rving 
the collocation oroverties are denoted bv Mi C. o. C I .  Wechanee I I I in such a wav. that . .,.,. - . ,  
k weighs the inhuence of each prope&w 

with k(w) E k in our case 
Considering our representation matrix nomtion M(C. P. 6 )  we obbin 

Let us ciarify ihe notation of formula (3): 
X .  denotes the i-th concept from C. Correspondingly in (3) the m. are the matrix en- 
d e ~  in M(C, p, 6) in the row expressing the collocation propenies%f X . .  With this no- 
tation ktx.l = k. holds. In that sense. we will be able to determine an ootimal 
k = {k " l k ~  .' 
Taking Ihe distances from ihe ontology R as an input, which should be approximated 
by the Dk(x. y )  as well as possible, the quesiion of finding an optimal configuration k 
reduces to the question: 
which configuration k minimises theaverage squared error expressed by the differences 

Finally we present a formulation of this questiai in terms of a quadratic optimisation 
formula. Searching for an optimal k means searching for a minimum of the following 
fitness expression: 

; = I ; =  1 

where k = {kl, ., , k and k t 0 for all k E k Note that we minimise ovcr the sei 
of all configurations, d a t  meais over all dssibie  k. We now explain, which words 
phrases are propositions for the ontological enrichment. 
Once we optimised fonnula (4) we obtain the configuration in need to compub all the 
distance measures between all the concepu from C2 and the candidates. We apply an 
enrichment step staning with the optimal similanty mcasures D k ( x , . v ) .  

We only take into concern the Dk(x. y )  with X E C and a candidatey. If sucha distance 
between a fonnerly known concept (i.e. itsdescriptor) and a candidate (i.e. a word fmm 
the corpus) fonnerly unknown 10 R is lower than a predefined threshold, y pmposition 
to enrich R. A suitable threshold can for example be defined from the average of the 
distances d(x,y) whcre x - y holds for some - E R . 
Additionally ä e  Dk(x, y )  with x E C and a candidaie y carry wen more infomation, 
namely an optimalplacemenrof thecandidate concepts. The candidate conceptsand the 
concepts from R can be presented together, if a candidate Nms out to be a proposition. 
This simplifies the knowledge engineer's undmtandingof how the candidate concepts 
evolved and in which semantic area of R they might belong. 

3 Experimental results 

3.1 Basic input: ontology and corpus 

The ontology R we enriched in ourcxperiments is a modelling camed out by a medical 
expert during the first phase ofihe k-med project. K-med is an abbreviation for 'knowl- 
edge based multimedia medical education*. This project bies 10 wllect multimedial 
medical lcaming resources and for the sake of reuse describe the educational resources 
by applying a metadata scheme and a common medical ontology (81. 
The ontology contains the most abstract concept dlrease OR symproni along with the 
subconcepts measles, Germon measler, diatrhoea. intestinal in/ection. Diarrhoea itself 
has the subconcepts aqueous diarrhoea and songuinay diarrlroea. The ontology may 
be viewed as an incomplete test ontology for several reasons: it only uses hierarchical 
relations. the superconcept and subconcept relations and also ihe knowledge domain are 
not fully clarified (such that a conshuaion like 'disease ORsyinptom'with a logical OR 
becomes necessary) and at least one additional abstraction level (a concept like 'infec- 
rions') could make the modelling clearer. In facl, this ontology is just a pan of a larger 
ontology under consmction. lt is based on the subjects, which have to be toughtduring 
the fint Semesters of medical education in Gennany. 
To sum it up, weenriched this intuitively modelled ontology in the sense of [9], without 
deductive or inductive mles or axioms. From our point of view this cnrichment of in- 
complete ontolopies is, along with the extension of thesauri and catalogues, the main 



application area of our approach. Funhemore following [9], such a rather informal on- 
tology repmcnts a situation, when machine leaming techniques should suppon the 
knowledge mgineer. 
The size of the ontology was kept small for the sake of a rapid application and evalua- 
tion. For the experiments presented in the remainder of this Paper. it was easier to rc- 
duce the possible interdependencies by refemng m this ontology chunk coniaining 
seven concepts. 
As larger ontologies can be segmented to smaller ones - for instance to s p d  up the 
computation - we considerthe enrichment of the ontological chunka good staning point 
for experiments. 
The computation of the represenation matrix and the derivation of the optimisation 
pmblem was camed out by an implementation of our own. For the Sake of a possible 
later connection of this component to other existing ontology tools and the linguistic 
workbench TATOE [I01 we used Smalltalk as the language to implement the algorithm. 
The quadratic optimisation (4) itself was carried out by the ampl-solver [I I]. 
For our first experiments, we used a general, but very large (about 28.700.000 sentenc- 
es) newspaper wrpus available at [12]. The corpus 5 can be queried by on-line query 
tools, which also pronde stemming and lemmatisation tcchniques. All queries arc col- 
location queries determining, whether two words were used in 5 at a distance of prede- 
fined size. Although these experiments pmduced bad e ~ c h m e n t  results from the 
medical expert's point of Mew, very impomnt meta-propenies of the algorithm, as 
compression of the nile set and a stability of the algorithm were found. 
A second expcriment was based on the search results of the web search engine Google 
[13]. We passed each descriptor of a concept to Google [I31 and convened the docu- 
ments belonging lo the 10 search hits with the highest ranking into a text corpus. In con- 
m s t  to the newspaper corpus this corpus is more specialised, consisting of 70 
documents with 135.166 words and 15.570 sentences. Because of a restriction of the 
concordancer freeware in use (Wconwrd. Damstadr University of Technology) we did 
not apply stemming and lemmatisation to the specialised corpus we gained from the 
WWW. In our Smalltalk implementation we included a stop list consisting of auxiliary 
verbs, wnjunctions. personal pronomina and prepositions. 
For the nile s n  p we always tested, how oAen a wllocation at maximum distance five 
tokens, but in the Same sentence took place. 
All of our enrichment results can be found in table I .  In the column at the very leA the 
reader will find the concept fmm R ,  in the middle column the wncepts from the gen- 
eral newspaper corpus proposed to the concept from Q . At the right we find the prop- 
ositions to R from the Special corpus. 
In both experiments a candidate became a proposition, if we compuled a dissimilarity 
below 0.5. The reason for the choice of ihis threshold was, that a path of length 2 in the 
hierarchical backbone of the test ontology led to a distance average of 0.5. All experi- 
ments were camed out in German, so we show translations here. 

With 'sromoch ache' and 'medicol docror' in German we did not propose word groups 
but composita ('Bauchschmerzen' and 'Anl '  in German). 



3.2 Results Tor general corpora 

We refer to the cnrichment results depicted in table I. As the mle Set p we used collo- 
cation in the Same sentence at maximal distance of five tokens in 5 .  
Although we find some concepts like 'infection' which is a missing abstraction level in 
the ontology, the enrichment results from general corpora are poor. We retrieve overly 
general propositions like 'body' and even iiaws like the proposition of 'wound', 'ani- 
mal' or 'leg'. These flaws occured especially withcandidates, which only had onepmp 
eny from p . 
Another problem occun with special cmcepis - as expected, even a very large newspa- 
per wrpus does not wntain enough information ia get pmpositions for the subconcepu 
of diarrhoea. 
Although we faced these pmblems, the experiments for general corpora were W h -  
while, because we identified hvoconsiderable meta-properties ofthe approach:stabiliiy 
and mmp-ession. 

Before dealing with the core of the etuichment - the proposal of concepu - we tested the 
inner stability of the appmach and p n e d  M(C, p. C), which was a Square mahix of 
size 102. in iwo different ways. IfM(C, p, C) contained not cnough information. then 
different p n i n g  strategies would bare thedanger ofdesmying the e ~ c h m e n t  process, 
which means leading to inconsistent optimal configurations or enrichment results. 

Thc first pnining strategy was keeping only the ten largest entries per mw. resulting in 
a 102 X 34 manix M(C, pJirsr, C) . The second pmning sb.ategy only kcpt the entries 
Cij € M(C. pWond C) with ~ $ 1 0 .  resulting in a 102 X 63 matrix. With both ma- 

trices we set up the optirnization procedure, solved expression (4) respeciively and de- 
rived hvo optimal configurations kfirsr and kwond. The collocaton belonging io 
mles with nonzem weighu are listed in table 2. Both strategies mean collocation at 
maximal distance five words with a descriptor from the respective column of table 2. 
Let us comment the collocators remaining from the hvo pmning strategies and the op- 
timizatim. In table 2 we listed the collocaton in such a way, that we immediatly see the 
relation between the w o  seu. Some of the collocators do not differ at all, some of them 
are only different intenns of the grammatical context they stem from (for example 'suj- 
fer' and 'suffered'), some of them obviously cany a semantic relation ('diswes' and 
'illness' on the one hand and their more specialised pendants 'feaver', 'mearles' and 
'hepatiris' on the other hand). The only collocator without any direct relative inthe oth- 
er set is 'sromach', so we siate, that the analysis ofthe resulting collocator setsofnonze- 
ro weight does not show any inner wntradiction in the appmach, the representation 
matrix in our case seems to be stable and even carrying redundant information. 

b) Compression of p 

With both pruning strategies only a few pmpenies pi frorn p achived a comsponding 
weight ki fmm k, with k, > 0 .  This compression of the mle sei also occured for differ- 
ent definitions oftheontological distance d We assume. that this compression is closely 
related to the sparsity of our representation maüix and to the smcnire of the optimisa- 
tion fomula(4). Thereason Tor this assumption are furtherexperiments with artificially 
and randomly generated mamces, which wc used as pscudo-represmtation matrices 
with sparsity structures similar to the ones of M(C, plirsr,C)and M(C, psm0,,+ C).  
As fhese experiments ended in a similar compression, we will search Tor a proper math- 
ematical reason why this reduction of iniluential features with nonzem weight takes 
place. 

33  Results k r  a speclal coipus based on Google hits 

As we mentioned, wc passed each descriptor of a concept to a web search engine and 
converted the first 10 hits of the Google search result into text files, removing the 
HTML-specific tagging. The results can be found in table I .  
As the mle sei p we used again collocation at maximal distance of five words in 5 .  For 
pmning reasons from our representation matrix we kept only pmpenies fmm p ,which 
were fulfilled for at least iwo concepu from the small test ontology. This resultcd in a 
representation matrix with 292 wlumns. This means, that - for the special corpus - we 
initially found significantly more mles than wiih the common corpus, but after the so- 
lution of (4) we obiained I2 propenies from p with a nonzero weight. These were dis- 
tance five in the Same seotence with chronic, infection. because oj; seldom. diarrhoea. 
vaccinare, pneunomia. v i m .  
The choice of the candidates for the enrichment was driven by the observation from the 
previous experiments: propositons with only one nonzero propeny induced flaws to the 
enrichment. Consequently weacceptedcandidates. which at least fulfilled w o  of the 12 
remaining properties from p . 



The main results ofthe experiment with the special corpus crafted hom web search hits 
are 

e ~ c h m e n t  of the special wncepts s a n g u i ~ y  diarrhwa and aqueour diorrhwa 
identification of a group of Symptoms ( m i r ,  sromach oche, nausea. fever) as 
propositions 
lack of propositions for mensles and Cerman measles 

The flaws in this enrichment are con which should actually be a member of the stoplist 
and medical doctor which is at least too overgeneral 

3.4 Discussion of the results 

As a second general observation we state. that the main flaws identified during the eval- 
uation in this section come from candidates. which share only one feature with a wn- 
cept from R .  We conclude, that a possible way to handle this may be an additional 
Nning of the definition of d. A potential technique for this is generating anificial usage 
profiles, which do not at all reflect real words, and searching for a measure, which prop 
erly discriminates between real words and mndomly consmcted feature x t s .  
There exist subjective and objective ways of evaluating the results. Roughly speaking 
the objective evaluation methods base on reference ontologies, the subjective evalua- 
tions are based on expert intmiews [14]. 
The question posed in the subjective evaluation was: 
Consider the ontology R and the table ofpropositions from table I to be given Which 
smtegy performs bener? Which aspects of the enrichment results are positive, which 
ones are negative? 
The subjective evaluation clearly showed, that the e ~ c h m e n t  with the special corpus 
performs bener. as there are less flaws like wowds or leg and also less overgeneralisa- 
tions like illness. In addition to this, the results ofthe specialised enrichment are easier 
to perceive, as there are not too many propositions and the good propositions were more 
precise. 
The fact that our specialised enrichment with a webbased corpus performs better is not 
as trivial as it seems. For instance, the symptom group wmif, sromach ache, nausea,/e- 
ver was also on the candidate list for the general corpus experiments - but the wlloca- 
tion information was insufiicieni, although the corpus was very large. 
Comparing the experimena, possible causes for lacking propositions for measles and 
German meosles may be found in the smcture of out lest ontology. It contains more 
informationabout diarrhetic diseases. At least the special tcxt corpus must be balanced, 
a preprocessing step we will include in future experiments. 
Other good candidates (like ' v i m ' )  did not become propositions in the special wrpus 
experiment, as we did not use stemming and lemmatisation. This intmduces all infiec- 
tions of verbs to the candidate Set. Instead of this, the inflections should be unified to 
one candidate. 
The main goal of a series of evaluations should be finding a mrrelation between s u b  
jective and objective measures. If such a correlation exists, even imprccise objective 

evaluation measures can give answen to the quality of parameter tuning or candidate 
smtegies. The reason forthis is, that the objective evaluation measures have to correlate 
ordinally but not cardinally with the subjective ones. 
Objective evaluation measures we are developing are guided by the notion ofprecision 
in document remeval [I]. Naturally we need a larger series of experiments to dctect a 
possible correlation between objective and subjective evaluation measures. 

4 Related work 

Two main branches of automated ontology wnsüuction by natural language processing 
in general and checking wllocaton in ow special case may be identified: those, which 
base the similarity of concepis or their descriptors on syntactic criteria or collocation 
directly (we will refer to thosc as first type) and those. which take statistic samples 01 
the features of a concept or its descriptor. For example the first type declares concepts 
or their descripton as similar, when they often occur together in one sentence. The 
works of [I Sland [I61 are examples of this type of enrichment. 
The second type declares words as similar, if they are used in an similar context. For 
example, if a word W is used with a word V in the same sentence very ofien, and also a 
word u is used with a word V in the Same sentena very oftm, then wand u would be 
similar accordiig to the assumptions of the second type approaches, even if W and u 
never appear in the same sentence all over the text wrpus. Note the significant differ- 
ence between the approaches: the first type would state a high similarity between W and 
V,  also between u and V. Representatives of the second type are the works of [17], [18], 
[I91 and also 1201. The laner ones use syntactic parsing instead of pure collocation in- 
formation. [20] moreover does not assume idmtity between concepts and their descrip- 
ton as we did in this Paper. 
If we hy to group our approach among the first or second type approaches, we can clear- 
ly state that the way we define word similarities and dissimilarities is due to the sewnd 
type as we pointed out in the previous section. Neveriheless the way we restrict o w  
view to cenain candidate concepts and their respenive features also refers to the first 
type: a candidateconcept is a concepi, of which we determine similarities or dissirnilar- 
ities to all ontological concepts. As for almost natural wmputational restnctions we are 
not able to wmpute the dissimilarities for all the words from a corpus, we must restrict 
our obsewations. Our candidate smtegies in section 3 explain possible resmctions in 
detail. They are iniiuenced by ideas of the first type. 
Although - except [21] - none of the related works mentioned here directly focuses on 
ontology enrichment from the WWW, all these works have in common, that their a u w  
mated construction features can be extended to ow enrichment goals of proposition 
identification and placement. 
[I51 used pure collocation information for gaining new concepts, but also focuses on 
qualitative issues of the collocations to derive statements about relations and the behav- 
iour of the relations. 
[I61 focused on the so-called salient words, which are able to disambiguate word mean- 
ing very well. In a way 1161 is also a extending special form of ontology, namely a the- 
Saum. In conmst to our appmach his focus is on disambiguation, which was further 



developed by [21], but with web resources. In our approach a concept can be proposed 
to Wo different concepu, but may also disambiguate. depending on our ontological dis- 
tance measures. Especially the identification of the symptom group vomif, sfomach 
ache, nausea. feverpropositions for several concepts fmm R would be simply impos- 
sible with the appmaches of [I61 or [21], as they found on discriminating descriptors. 
They achieve this by a lest which detecu the mostly diverging wntexts of concepts of 
a given ontology (or thesaunis). 
[I91 designed the Mo'K workbench for word clustering and building hierarchies from 
the clusters in a second step. We also implemented a feature based environment, and 
our goal is even more specialised than word clustering. However we share the opinion 
wiih [19], that collecting many features and assigning weighu to the features is an ex- 
cellent basis for similarity definitions. Our implementation is in Smalltalk, whereas 
Mo'K uses C. Smalltalk remains a possible language. as we end up in very condensed 
representations with a few features of nonzem weight (compare sedion 3.2). Generally 
spoken, in contrast to our work (which systematically computes an optimal configura- 
tion k for a rule set p )  [I91 do not explicitly offer a strategy for choosing the weights. 
An approach related to [19], but more foundedon collocation networks and determining 
anificially specialised corpora can be found in [I81 and a comparison of the perfonn- 
ance of specialised and common corpora in word clustering can be found in [Asium]. 
Finally [I71 experimented with word similarities expressed by an unsupervised neural 
network algorithm, the Kohonen map [23]. but also for clustering. not for enrichment 
goals. Our evaluation methods result from the enrichment goal and wuld also be a basis 
for an evaluation of the Kohonen maps in word clustering, a task desired by [22]. 

5 Conclusion end future work 

We presented a method for ontology enrichment and applied it to a medical ontology 
chunk. Our evaluation shows, that the strategy to derive pmpositions from a special cor- 
pus seems 10 end up in clearerand more enor prone concepiual propositions to a domain 
expert. The experiments have to be repeated with other specialised corpora from the 
web, the major task for future work. Instead of Google one could refer to the hits of a 
medical search engine like Medivista. 
From all our experiments we identified very imponant meta-pmpenies ofthe algorithm. 
These are a possible basis for funire extension ofthe algorithm: a more systematic treat- 
ment ofthe initial rule set p by gradually extending the word distances can be achieved, 
if we are able to keep the compression pmperty of the algorithm. 
Fmm our point of view the integration of the presented algorithm in a Delphi method 
[9] for k-med-like pmjects or  the evolving semantic web is very pmmising. In the con- 
text of the task ofthe k-med ontology. automatically identifying a whole group of symp- 
toms is especially helpful for managing documents for case-based medical education. 
A number of other interesting questions Comes along with the appmach. Among them 
are the following ones: how d o  we construct and balance a suitablecorpus to learn from. 
which linguistic prepmcessing is necessary or helpful, how does the appmach scale for 
larger ontologies. The laner question is again closely related toour observations: the op- 

timisation pmblems end up in an identification of a few relevant collocation features 
and the representation ma+k can stand a pmning preprocessing. 
Also the question of evaluating the resulü is interesting for related areas such as Ko- 
honen maps for documents and word clustering algorithms [17]. 
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